Why, despite considerable R&D efforts and significant translational investment over the past 20 years, has the technology of solution-processed thin film solar cells not become a commercial reality? The manufacturing cost-to-power conversion efficiency ratio seems persuasive, as do the energy payback and embodied energy metrics. As new perovskitebased semiconductors achieve impressive efficiencies and organic semiconductors enjoy a resurgence, the lab-to-manufacturing translation and scaling questions require urgent attention. This comment addresses the challenges in solution processable photovoltaic technologies faced by scientists and engineers in addressing these questions, and highlights the concept of thick junctions as a promising solution.
perovskite junctions have begun populating this space. The reasons for the scaling issue are multi-faceted: some are well appreciated but others only just emerging. Ultimately, in the limit that the series resistance is much smaller than the shunt, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of any solar cell can be parametrized by the Shockley equation 4 :
where the series and shunt resistances are, respectively: R tot s ¼ R s þR elec and
. Also, I is the total current composed of the light (I L ), dark and shunt leakage components. All other parameters have their usual definitions, namely elementary charge (q), ideality factor (n id ), Boltzmann's constant (k B ) and absolute temperature (T). This simple equation, although empirical, reveals the importance of the series and shunt resistances that characterize the diode and which have several components extrinsic and intrinsic to the active layer. For example,R elec is the average resistance of the electrode; this resistance is distributed on the TCE as the sheet resistance; and r D j are the resistances of point defects in the active layer resulting in leakage. This simplistic view is insightful and leads to an understanding of why scaling has been such a challenge in OSCs and PSCs which can be summarized as follows:
Firstly, sheet resistances of commercial TCEs are~10-20 Ω/sq. At these sheet resistances, modelling of the I-V distribution shows that electrode collection path lengths >1 cm cause significant power loss or fill factor (FF) reduction which we quantify according to the scalability (defined as the ratio of the small-cell to large-cell performance in Fig. 2a) . Hence, while lab-scale devices often made using non-scalable spin coating may yield high PCEs, larger cells do not and almost exclusively OSC and PSC small modules are composed of serially interconnected narrow strips to mitigate the effect.
Secondly, point defects in the active layer reduce the total shunt resistance and again result in power loss. In thin junction solar cells where the active layer may be~100 nm thick, the probability of being affected by the defects scales exponentially with area. This is particularly troublesome for solution-processed cells made using fast throughput printing techniques (i.e. not spin coating)-they are plagued by low yield due to high defect densities. Again, the solution to date has been to minimize the defect impact by implementing narrow strip architectures.
Finally, a solution-processed thin junction has typical thickness non-uniformity of order 10s of nm dependent upon material. Planar PSCs composed of polycrystalline grains of perovskite may be even rougher. The thinner the active layer, the more serious the impact of thickness inhomogeneities, resulting in distributed carrier generation profiles, series and shunt resistances. The question is how do we mitigate these effects, and, moreover, enable low-cost, high-throughput manufacturing techniques capable of near-perfect yield over large areas?
The scaling issue: possible solutions and thick junctions Figure 2a shows that the TCE sheet resistance must be reduced to <1 Ω/sq to tolerate strip widths >5 cm, that is, approaching the dimensions of a typical c-Si cell. This would dramatically reduce manufacturing complexity, deliver additional flexibility for current-voltage engineering and potentially make thin film solar cells compatible with c-Si for tandems. However, that nirvana is distant, and we have no TCEs that are sufficiently transparent with such low sheet resistances: state-of-the-art is~8 Ω/sq with indium tin oxide, fluorine-doped tin oxide or combinations of nanowires 5 . Another potentially more generic strategy is to mimic c-Si cells and create metallic grids on the TCE. It is not yet clear what the optimal configuration for such an approach is, but OSC and PSC large area monolithic devices of active area 5 cm × 5 cm have been reported using rudimentary metallic line grids with pitch~1 cm 6, 7 , which maintain FFs versus the lab-scale equivalents. The challenge in coating a thin junction over >500 nm high metallic lines is significant and boils down to creating conformal, defect-free active layers: coating solution viscosity and wetting combine with crystallization and morphology engineering to create a multi-parameter processing problem. The question of the active layer thickness is thus critical: moving to the thick junction regime where the active layer exceeds 500 nm may be key to unlocking the metallic grid strategy. The thick junction concept is also gaining momentum in the context of mitigating defect and inhomogeneity issues. This is particularly so for OSCs where traditionally the highest efficiency organic semiconductor blends only function in the thin junction limit (~100 nm) due to transport limitations-notably the relative efficiencies with which carriers are extracted after photogeneration in competition with recombination 8, 9 . In the transport regime occupied by organic semiconductors (mobilities <0.1 cm 2 /Vs) imbalanced transport leads to increased bimolecular recombination (i.e. non-geminate free carrier recombination) and associated FF reduction and power loss 10 . This effect has restricted junction thicknesses to <200 nm. However, new architectural and materials-level innovations specifically targeting more balanced transport are delivering impressive thick junction cells, for example: BTR-PCBM (benzodithiophene terthiophene rhodanine: [6, 6 ]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester), which maintains a PCE >9% at 300 nm junction thickness; NT812-PCBM (poly-naphtho[1,2-c:5,6-c′]bis[1,2,5]thiadiazole), which maintains a PCE >8% out to 1000 nm 10, 11 . In both cases, the bimolecular recombination rate is suppressed by >100 relative to the Langevin rate (~800 for NT812)-this suppression metric is termed the reduction factor γ. The next step for such systems will be to scale them, potentially onto a grid, and examine the extent to which this structure-property relationship holds. A useful extension to this thinking has recently been developed by Neher et al. 12 who derived a modified Shockley equation to predict the FF and maximum junction thickness. This analysis has several in-built assumptions such as perfect contacts, no space-charge effects and uniform optical generation profile, but is parameterized in terms of the carrier mobilities and γ. A similar but numerical analysis which incorporates space charge effects and optical profile is presented in Fig. 2b for a hypothetical cell with ohmic contacts and balanced electron and hole mobilities. Both approaches predict maximum affordable thicknesses for recombination-free charge collection (FF >0.75) of order 100s of nm when γ is~1000 and carrier mobilities >10 −3 cm 2 /Vs. These analyses provide basic design rules for how to deliver non-transport-limited thick junctions, particularly using OSC combinations.
It is also important to consider whether the above considerations also limit PSC junction thicknesses. In this regard, relatively balanced (and high) mobilities observed in both mesoporous scaffold and planar perovskite cells mean that they are not transport limited 13 . Particularly in the planar architecture, the junction thickness is morphologically constrained due to the emergence of shunt defects arising from large polycrystalline grains. Mesoporous scaffolds deliver junctions >500 nm without the perovskite crystallinity having negative shunt impacts. The so-called carbon stack cells containing perovskite infused mesoporous TiO 2 and ZrO 2 layers of thickness approaching a micron are a demonstration of the tolerance of PSCs to bimolecular recombination 14 . In fact, the carbon stack cell is a manifestation of all the concepts discussed in this Comment: it presents an architecture which is potentially scalable and tolerant to processing variances, and while not yet optimized, is amenable to simple low-cost printing methods. Combining the carbon stack PSC with an appropriate TCE metallic grid could deliver the first scaled, solution-processed thin film PV platform.
To conclude, we have outlined the challenges inherent in scaling solution processable thin film solar cells. We focus on the two cases of OSCs and PSCs, but the concepts discussed are pertinent to other technologies such as inorganic nanocrystals. An emerging solution to several of the key issues is the creation of efficient thick junctions (>500 nm) with balanced carrier transport and amenable to low-cost, large area printing techniques. This would dramatically improve manufacturing viability, as well as allowing the use of back contact grids to mitigate TCE 
